Directions to DZHK main office: Potsdamer Straße 58 | 10785 Berlin | 3rd floor
>> By public transportation

1. **Berlin Central Station ("Hauptbahnhof") → “Potsdamer Brücke” by bus**

   Exit “Hauptbahnhof” station on the ground floor at the northern exit "Europaplatz / Invalidenstraße - Bus / Tram / Taxi" and cross the Invalidenstraße at the traffic lights (via the tram rails). The bus stop is just behind the scoreboard for bus departures on the small street between Minna-Cauer-Straße and Heidestraße, opposite Central Station.

   Take the bus line M85 (direction "S Lichterfelde Süd via Hindenburgdamm"). Get off “Potsdamer Brücke” (4 stops). Stairs will lead you directly to the entrance of Potsdamer Straße 58.

   The bus departs every 10 minutes and it takes about 14 minutes to reach our office. Ticket fare is € 1.70 (“Kurzstrecke AB” / short distance ticket).
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2. **Berlin Tegel Airport TXL → “Potsdamer Brücke” by bus**

   The bus stop is located right outside Terminal A and B. Take the TXL Express bus to Berlin Central Station ("S+U Hauptbahnhof") (5 stops). At “Hauptbahnhof” bus stop, transfer to bus number M85 (direction „S Lichterfelde via Hindenburgdamm") (4 Stops). Get off “Potsdamer Brücke” bus stop (4 stops). Stairs will lead you directly to the entrance of Potsdamer Straße 58. Ticket fare is € 2.80 for a single ticket AB (Einzelfahrkarte AB).

3. **Berlin Schönefeld Airport SXF → “Potsdamer Brücke” by S-Bahn/regional train & bus**

   Choose either S-Bahn line S9 (14 stops) or regional train lines RE7 or RB14 (5 stops). Get off at “Hauptbahnhof” and transfer to bus number M85, as described above. Ticket fare € 3.40 for a single ticket ABC (note: Schönefeld Airport is located in fare zone C. To get to the city centre an ABC ticket is required).
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>> From Central Station on foot

Exit the station on the ground floor at the southern exit "Washingtonplatz", cross the River Spree over the pedestrian bridge and follow either the sketch below or the smartphone navigation. This walk takes about 25 - 30 minutes (2.3 km).